Public backs our campaign for a union voice for
Amazon workers
Nearly three quarters (73%) believe Amazon
should be required to recognise trade unions and
just over three quarters (76%) believe Amazon
workers should be free to join a union if they
choose, without interference from the company.
That is one of the stand-out findings of a new poll,
commissioned by Unite, which reveals strong
support for our campaign to secure trade union rights for Amazon workers, while firmly opposing Amazon’s antitrade union tactics.
The poll of 2,000 UK residents, conducted by
Survation, also revealed that the public are now
likely to view Amazon workers as “Key Workers”
by a margin of 2:1 as a result of their work
through the health crisis.
Almost half of respondents say they have
changed their view of Amazon workers and now
value them more than they did before the onset
of the Coronavirus pandemic.
Unite executive officer Sharon Graham said: “Amazon workers have played a crucial part in people’s lives during
the pandemic and the public expects fair employment practices and decent terms and conditions.
Amazon attacks all attempts by workers to gain a collective voice of their own but it is now time for a new
settlement. The public strongly supports Amazon workers’ right to trade union representation regardless of
whether the workers are directly employed or if they work in the gig economy.
Unite is calling on Jeff Bezos to back a declaration which guarantees that Amazon workers in the UK and Ireland
have the freedom to talk with and form a union without fear. Our union is campaigning up and down the country.
We are determined to win trade union rights for Amazon workers.”
This strength and breadth of support from every shade of voter, from leavers and remainers, and region of the UK
will be vital as we prepare to take our campaign to the the politicians – who effectively authorise the writing of
multi-million pound and euro cheques to Amazon Web Service – and demand that they take action on Amazon and
insist on a new deal for these vital and under-appreciated workers.
You can read the full poll at: https://www.survation.com/amazon-workers-viewed-as-key-workers-by-public/

A reminder of why this is so important
Amazon is now the dominant employer in a number of
sectors of the economy in Britain and Ireland. Their
employent model places a huge pressure of workload on its
workforce – underpinned by invasive and increasingy
sophisticated surveillance. Amazon pioneers new forms of
insecure labour and it is resolutely anti-union. Where
Amazon leads, other employers follow.
The Amazon model of employment cannot become the
dominant model in our economies.

What Amazon workers are telling our hotline
Thousands of Amazon workers have reached out via our online and telephone hotline. From different nationalities,
directly and indirectly employed, from a wide spread of workplaces, their stories are depressingly similar:
“I feel like disposable labour as I’ve given my all for the business and done all the overtime they offered when many
other associates never, and even took a £100 pay cut to work a measly four hour shift compared to the six hours I
was doing. I learnt all the skills necessary to advance in the company and always asked how I can improve to
progress. All green badges last 39 weeks before HR kicks you out and replaces you with new people who they have to
train up instead of just giving their hard working associates job security. I applied for a blue badge but never heard
anything back.”
“I never not see one place worse where to treat people like animals, like numbers – never. It’s unfair. They do not
respect the minimum human rights in this place...it’s a hell and definitely needs a strong and big union to try to
change this things”
“My colleagues are scared to go to the toilet when they need to in case they are pulled up by management. Other
colleagues have been told off by management by being six seconds late from break. In my eyes this is a form of
bullying. The management cannot manage unless it includes this form of bullying and threading people.”

Press highlights
News coverage continues to flood in every week from
every area of Britain and Ireland – from Stoke to
Southampton; Lincoln to Leeds; Belfast to Bradford;
Hackney to Hampshire; Daventry to Dunstable;
Littlehampton to Leicester…
Our activists are out campaigning week in week out with
press hits to keep the message out there and the pressure
on, and actions near Amazon fulfilment centres to make
sure that workers are aware of the campaign and how to
contact the hotline.

